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Chapter: 2260
In a flash, another half month passed, and during this month, the entire
secret world became extremely unstable.
All the remaining Super Tianjiao are doing their best to collect fruits, and at
the same time, they are constantly changing on the earth’s secret realm fruit
list!
But in general, it was Lin Ziming who has been leading the summit.
Many people have become numb.
In their fixed thinking, Lin Ziming had already recognized Lin Ziming’s
strength.
Because, except that at the beginning, King Xiaoyao got two fruits and
reached the top, after being surpassed by Lin Ziming’s three fruits, King
Xiaoyao no longer surpassed Lin Ziming.
They watched the fruits that Lin Ziming had kept increasing, and they were
shocked and unbelievable from the beginning, and then slowly began to
become numb.
Especially today, Lin Ziming’s list says that he has already got eight fruits!
Eight fruits!
What kind of concept is this? Even all the powerhouses who entered the
Secret Realm before have received this amount, right?
I remember that the highest record before was seven, which was set by Tian
Jue of Slaying Heavenly Sect.
In the end, Tian Jue successfully swallowed these seven fruits and became a
super power in the God-Throughout Realm!
As for Lin Ziming now, he has directly broken the record of Tian Jue. It is
conceivable that if Lin Ziming had an accident and successfully swallowed
these eight fruits, then after Lin Ziming came out of the secret realm, he
would definitely be a party. The strong.
However, it was soon discovered that after Lin Ziming had obtained the
eight fruits, he had no choice but to swallow them, but continued to collect
the fruits!
“I’ll go, these two days have passed, Lin Ziming still has no choice to
swallow these eight fruits. Could it be that Lin Ziming is not satisfied with
the eight fruits and wants to continue searching? Isn’t Lin Ziming afraid of
exploding and dying? ”
On the earth, some people soon made such a surprise.
“I heard that in the secret realm, the half-step master of the gods can
swallow the limit of ten fruits. If they can successfully swallow ten, then
they can directly become the best in the gods of the gods, the meridians of
the whole body. Physique will be forged to a great extent, directly
surpassing countless people. However, this kind of statement only exists in
theory. The secret realm has been opened for so many years, and no one has
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successfully tried to swallow ten fruits!”
“Yes, yeah, ten fruits, this is too bad. I heard that each of these fruits in the
secret realm contains huge energy. If you are a master of the innate realm,
swallow one You can’t stand it anymore, that is, people who have reached
the innate realm of Dzogchen can barely swallow two. As for those who
have reached the half-step, they can swallow three or four. But this is also
the limit. The Son of the Chosen of that era only swallowed seven of them,
which is enough to let Tian Jue cross the world. But now Lin Ziming is not
satisfied with collecting eight fruits, so he still wants to continue
collecting?”
“Hmph, this Lin Ziming just knows how to live and die, thinking that he is
really invincible. I bet that if he collects ten fruits, he will definitely explode
and die!”
“Hoho, you don’t know that. When you reach the secret realm, every time
you collect a fruit, you will face a huge heart demon bewitching, and the
more fruit you have, the greater the power of the bewitching! Now Lin
Ziming He already has eight fruits. When he collects the ninth one, the
demons he will face will be unprecedentedly huge. Then he will be
unbearable, be insanity, and become a lunatic!”
“No, there is such a thing? Are these fruits in the secret realm so evil?”
“Of course, this kind of fruit in the secret realm is wise, and only in the
secret realm, a brand new world, can the environment be formed, and it
can’t be formed on the earth.”
Similar discussions like this have been ringing out in various places on the
earth one after another.
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